
THE DOOR FOR
THE  MULTIFAMILY

INDUSTRY HAS

“Feel it to Believe it”

ARRIVED!



TruTouch
Thermofused
Technology

Gorgeous Appearance: TruTouch features a unique blend of innovation 
and the latest manufacturing trends in textured surfaces. Available 
across both product platforms (framed and frameless), TruTouch brings 
the visual qualities of the finest wood furniture to your next multifamily 

project. With its versatility, this family of finishes will satisfy traditional to 
contemporary lifestyles to match a required need in today’s marketplace.

MULTIFAMILY NEEDS
For years the multifamily industry has waited for a cabinet door with 
cutting-edge European design trends and the durability to match the 
demanding lifestyle of residents. Having never been offered to the 
multifamily industry before, Leedo is proud to be the first U.S. 

manufacturer of the TruTouch Thermofused Technology (T4) cabinet door.             
Finally – A true alternative to a wood veneer door.

CUSTOMER BENEFITS

Maximum Durability: A look that lasts. The TruTouch finish 
demonstrates superior resistance to scratches, scuffs, stains, and 
wearing without sacrificing color consistency or texture. The end 
product is a quality cabinet that cleans easily and requires minimal 

surface maintenance.



WHAT IS TRUTOUCH THE TECHNOLOGY
TruTouch contains a resin-impregnated, 
high-definition, decorative overlay that is 
pressed directly onto Leedo’s industrial-grade 
engineered wood substrates. Using high heat 
and pressure the overlay is embossed, 
creating a detailed wood veneer 
appearance to heighten the realism of the 
printed grain. In this state-of-the-art process 
called “register embossed thermofused 
lamination”, the resin saturated decorative 
finish fuses with the surface of the board, 
producing an irreversible bond with an 
immaculate finish. 

Leedo’s TruTouch Thermofused Technology 
(T4) replicates both the beauty and feel of 
natural wood cabinets, producing a visually 
stunning, realistic high-end product with 
extraordinary durability. 



TRADITIONAL

LONDON
Flat, modern style, thermofused laminate

door on particle board with TruTouch finish

+ 5/8” thick door and drawer front

+ 1mm thick edgebanding on four sides

+ Full overlay

+ Six-way adjustable hinges allow
    easy door alignment

+ Vertical grain on door and drawer fronts

+ Durable, scratch resistant melamine door 
    resists damage and cleans easily

+ Available in all TruTouch finishes with
    color matching back

CHESTNUT PECAN TOFFEEESPRESSO



EUROPEAN

LUGANO
Flat, modern style, thermofused laminate

door on particle board with TruTouch finish

+ 5/8” thick door and drawer front

+ 1mm thick edgebanding on four sides

+ Euro style, fully concealed, six-way adjustable
    hinges allow easy door alignment

+ Vertical grain on door and drawer fronts

+ Durable, scratch resistant melamine door 
    resists damage and cleans easily

+ Knobs or pulls are required

+ Available in all Euro TruTouch finishes with
    color matching back

CHESTNUT PECAN TOFFEEESPRESSO

WHITE TUSK GREY CASHMERE OBSIDIAN ASH



866.GO.LEEDO
Leedo.com


